Lessons From the Life of Richard M. Nixon
1) How to raise a fucked-up kid
2) Fighting Wars for Fun and Profit
3) Red-Baiting for dummies

AMERICA UNDER COMMUNISM!
4) Dogs are cute
5) Makeup is important on TV
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6) How to retire with dignity and grace
7) Never miss an opportunity to ingratiate yourself with your party
8) Prey on people’s fears
9) Why Conservatism is a poor philosophy for governing
10) Paranoia is no bar to high office
1 1) Why Presidents should never be allowed to watch *Patton*
12) Under no circumstances should the President actually drink from his glass in response to banquet toasts.
13) On the Proper Methods of Burgling
14) Massachusetts is filled with Communists
15) How to retire with dignity and grace, part 2
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